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Tough new canvas for Desert Edge
Aluminium-bodied campers benefit from rip-resistant canvas fitted as standard to all models

Queensland-based Desert Edge has toughened up its range of camper trailers with the standard inclusion of SatProof Rip Stop canvas on all models.
Manufactured by OZtrail, the 340gsm polycotton Rip Stop canvas is made from weaved nylon which increases strength and results in a light weight canvas with excellent
durability.
A waterproof barrier is created by saturating the canvas in an anti-mildew waterproofing agent allowing water vapour to pass through, minimising condensation while at the
same time still allowing the fabric to breathe.
Desert Edge National Account Manager Cameron Wood says the addition of the Rip Stop canvas provides even more durability to the Desert Edge range of on - and offroad models, which are built with a 2mm marine-grade aluminium body bolted to a hot dipped galvanised chassis.
"The canvas walls are designed to resist rips and tears; if a tear was to occur the manufacturing process that OZtrail uses discourages any further spreading through the
canvas, making sure no gaping holes appear," Wood said.
All Desert Edge camper trailers come with a two year factory warranty.
See the Desert Edge website for further details.
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